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 Design for testability (DFT) is a technique, which facilitates a design to 

become testable after fabrication. As the technology node is shrinking, 

complexity of the system-on-chip (SoC) becomes high and inserting DFT and 

verifying its timing becomes complex. For these complex SoC, generating 

DFT timing constraints becomes difficult in shift mode and the time required 

for the generation of these timing constraints is also more. A new 

methodology proposed to overcome these issues. The main objective of this 

work is to propose the flow for generating DFT timing constraints for the 

complex SoC in shift mode, by dividing the design blocks into scan blocks 

and non-scan blocks. To target the whole design without getting all paths 

reported, relaxation of the setup, and hold time for non-scan blocks plays 

crucial role. If not, the time taken to generate DFT timing constraints would 

be more. Implemented methodology of this paper includes design setup, 

timing exceptions, and synopsys design constraints (SDC) generation for DFT 

timing. Design setup consists of all pre-requisites for design such as netlists, 

timing libraries, and exceptions. Synopsys primetime (PT Shell) is used for 

all the timing-related checks. Compared to conventional methods, the 

proposed flow reduces the overall time by 40% to generate constraints. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Design for testability (DFT) is the process, to detect all the defects of a chip after fabrication. DFT 

makes integrated circuits (ICs) testable which is the controllability and observability of internal nodes by 

adding additional circuitry to the functionality of the design. This makes the testing of chips cost-effective [1]. 

The transistor number on a system on chip (SoC) has increased from millions to billions in the last few years. 

The time to assess or verify a chip is obtained by the number of test patterns, test vectors [2] used, and the time 

to apply each test vector. As the number of test cases increases, the time taken to apply them also increases. 

So, the time taken to apply test vectors turned into an increasing worry. Currently, the very large-scale 

integration (VLSI) industry is experiencing a huge difficulty in testing complex SoC designs [3]. Scan design 

[4] is the DFT method that can test an extremely complex design with good fault detection. The goal of scan 

design is to make every flip-flop in the chip controllable and observable. In DFT, a scan-based design is used 

for testing to provide more fault coverage. Scan-based design for testability uses scan cells which are the 
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combination of a mux and a D flip-flop. Several scan cells are stitched together to make a scan chain. In the 

scan-based design approach, a few or all of the flip-flops are substituted with the scan cell, if all flip-flops in 

the design are updated with scan cells it is called full scan [5] testing where only some flip-flops are updated 

with scan cells it is known as partial scan testing [6]. High test coverage and fault coverage can be obtained by 

using full scan testing.  

 Timing constraints in a design are vital attributes to analyze the timing. In static timing analysis, one 

of the inputs for the static timing analysis (STA) tool is a constraint file and the format of the file is synopsys 

design constraints (SDC). This SDC file contains the timing constraint information related to the design and 

should be the same as the constraint file used for synthesis. SDC file includes the clock definitions for design, 

input/output delay, max/min delay, and timing exceptions [7] such as multicycle path, false path, set-case-

analysis, and set disabling time. The SDC file defines all timing constraints included for both setup and hold. 

In designs first, all normal flip-flops replace with scan flops then scan stitching will be done. The nodes in the 

design must control and observe and control and observe the test vectors should send through scan chains. This 

testing will happen in three phases first load, second shift then capture [8], as each phase depends on the clock 

edge, clock cycles play a significant role in the timing. In the shift to test the functionality, mainly against any 

stuck-at faults [9], [10] of the designed chip, the sequential devices will be stitched in the chain order, and the 

test pattern to detect the fault is applied in the series. 

 

 

2. DESIGN SETUP TO GENERATE THE DFT TIMING CONSTRAINTS 

DFT timing constraints [11] generation flow starts with design loading, to load the design 

prerequisites are needed, which are shown in Figure 1. These prerequisites are categorized as three blocks for 

simplicity: the timing exceptions [12] block, netlist block, and libraries block. Timing exceptions block 

consists of clock information and exceptions of soft IP in SDC format.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Design setup to generate DFT timing con constraints 

 

 

Clock information consists of timeperiods of test clocks and functional clocks, again in test clocks, 

different fre quency clocks are present. For soft IP, constraints present in SDC format. The focus of the paper 

is on timing exceptions in the shift mode, which is one of the test modes of DFT. In general, constraints are 

present for functional synthesis and timing [13]. Similarly, timing constraints for the DFT part must be taken 

care of to proceed further in the digital flow. One can expect errors in quality checks for timing due to 

constraints that are already applied in functional mode and make sure that whatever errors that are getting are 

due to exceptions that are already present. There is a tool command language (TCL) file called constraints. 

TCL is present in the timing exceptions block to impose all constraints on the design. 

Netlist block consists of tiles, containers, and soft IP. All the information on these netlists is in verilog 

format. Containers are a group of tiles where some of the tiles are DFT-related. DFT-related tiles include clock 

domain logic control [14], [15] tiles in DFT mode and power domain control logic tiles in test mode and so 

on. All design-related information is covered in the netlist and libraries block. Libraries include memory, hard 

IP, and standard cells, these libraries can be in .db format. 
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3. PRIMETIME FLOW TO GENERATE THE DFT TIMING CONSTRAINTS 

Design data from all the blocks should be loaded into the tool named build. The build tool plays a key 

role in setup the design. When it comes to build, this tool takes targets as inputs and runs them and each target 

contains the pre-defined task. Once the targets got completed, this session should be saved to further debug 

the timing violations and quality of the SDC generation. The session saved in build represents the primetime 

session, by using that saved session one can easily restore the session in synopsys prime time tool. The session 

that is saved after completing the targets in the build tool is restored in prime time. The design could be restored 

in prime time and timing analysis can be done but timing analysis needs to be done by using the session. The 

restored session is helpful to review whether the check timing is clean or not if it is clean proceed with report 

timing. Check timing command helps to find the missing definitions for clocking, unconstrained endpoints, 

undefined input arrival times, and undefined output constraints. If the check timing is not clean update the 

constraints and update the run area, the flow will be the same after updating the run area again session should 

be saved and restored in primetime. Once report timing is generated reports of paths that are violating cross-

verify why the path is failing to meet the timing. The reasons for getting the slack violation can be constraints 

that are already provided by the functional design, if that is the reason waive the violations if not fix the 

violations. Extracted timing models (ETM) should be the latest for the design. 

ETMs are used to reduce the reporting time, in other words, all internal timing arcs will be suppressed 

[16]. By suppressing all internal timing arcs, functionality can be secure and if the block is already met its 

timing at the gate level, then there is no need to check its timing at the chip level. These are the advantages 

of extracted timing models, as discussed earlier they mainly consist of interface timing arcs. If extracted 

timing models are the latest then proceed with report timing otherwise update the constraints as shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Design flow for SDC generation 

 

 

Non-scan cells are the cells which don’t involve in scan mode, for this there are multiple explanations. 

One of the reasons is some cells and IPs are provided by third parties which intend those vendors don’t want 

their IPs to be scanned for security purposes, and power consumption [17] in scan mode can be reduced. If 

timing analysis is performed for these cells they all will be reported for timing, this process will take additional 

time and effort to segregate results and reports. To avoid this, make a list of all non-scan cells and write a 

script to exclude these cells from report timing. To segregate the non-scan list from the design the script is 

available. Similar to ETM check non-scan list is also the latest or not, if not pick up the latest list by using the 

script which is present in the non-scan exception block. 

Update the constraints as per each block shown in Figure 2 and, update the run area after updating 

the constraints. Once the report timing is done check whether the timing is clean or not, if not update the 

constraints and then update the run area and follow the same steps again. Sanity checks are done to cross-

verify the basic things like connections and timing definitions that must be present in design before proceeding 

further in the design cycle. Sanity checks can be done at different stages of the design cycle. In this paper, 
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these sanity checks are done at the DFT timing stage, and these checks include chip-level scan flop check, tile-

level scan flop check memory check, and pipeline checks [18]. 

In chip-level scan flip-flop check, timing definitions and exceptions on the flops are being checked. 

To restore the pt session which was saved during the end of the build tool run, scan cells must exclude from 

the chip-level scan flip-flop check. To exclude them from design, keep all scan cells in a file and made list, and 

write a script that generates a scan cell report by taking the scan cell list as input. These output reports should 

be sourced in the pt session and then generate log files. Check for dominant exceptions in the log file, if any 

exceptions are present on the scan path, then remove that exception from non-scan exceptions and regenerate 

the SDCs. Chip-level sanity checks should be done for all the test modes. This process is explained using the 

flow chart in Figure 3. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Sanity check for chip-level scan flops 

 

 

Tile-level scan flip-flops are also having some timing constraints, in this check exceptions on the 

tile-level scan, flops can be detected. If there are any exceptions found for tile scan flops verify whether those 

exceptions came because of timing definitions from the point of functionality or because of an issue in design. 

If the exceptions are because of design update the constraints and update the SDC as well. Repeat the same 

procedure as shown in Figure 4. Release or generate the SDC, if no need to update constraints. The same 

procedure is applicable to pipeline flops which are shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 4. Sanity check for tile-level scan flops 

 

Figure 5. Sanity check for pipeline flops 
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Memories occupy a large part of VLSI designs, and the purpose of memories is to store a large amount 

of data. As memories do not consist of any logic gates and flip-flops, as a result, comparatively different and 

new fault models and methodologies have to use for memory testing. As a part of DFT, memory is one of the 

major things to test or verify. To write data into memory blocks and read them back connections should be in 

such a way to access all rows and columns in memory, a memory interface is needed. In this interface on some 

of the sequential cells, timing exceptions can be found. This check is going to verify the timing exception on 

the memory interface as shown in Figure 6. Restore the session first after setup the design then checks whether 

there are any exceptions on the memory interface. If any exceptions are found update the constraints and 

update the SDC if not generate the updated SDC.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Sanity check for memory interface 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

An effective methodology is used to generate the DFT timing constraints and sanity checks for a 

complex SoC in which there are thousands of scan flip-flops at the tile level and chip level and several 

memory interfaces used for memories also a lot of pipeline flops were used. Results are plotted in terms 

number of elements that had exceptions on them for sanity checks and elements that had default exceptions 

as shown in Figure 7 along with timing reports [19]. The vertical axis represented the number of scan flops 

that had default exceptions and exceptions that are found are described in order of thousands, and the 

horizontal axis represents tile level, chip level scan flops, pipeline flops, and memory interface. Four thousand 

three hundred scan flip-flops are having exceptions before generating the timing constraints, those are 

predefined constraints. After generating constraints, 1200 flip-flops got reported as they have timing [20] 

exceptions on them. If this issue moves forward in the design flow it will lead to timing failure in lateral 

stages, the same is applicable to tile-level flops and pipeline flops as well. This paper completely eliminates 

this propagation of timing exceptions towards the next stage with an effective method. This method finds 

exceptions on flops by using the primetime tool. Eliminated those exceptions based on the type of exception 

by updating the constraints file or using timing fixations [21]. Bidirectional signalling [22] methodology has 

reduced overall test time by more than 40% but it will work for only 3-D stacked IC designs. Similar to 

bidirectional signalling, a recursive hierarchical methodology [23] was proposed which reduces the overall 

run time but this work will be a burden to the later stage in the design cycle. 

Another improved test methodology [24] was proposed to reduce the test time unfortunately due to 

usage of on-chip controller it will be applicable to only multi clock domain testing in SoC. When compared to 

all these methodologies proposed methodology has no limitations over other parameters. Once set the design 

and all inputs, with in less time will get timing constraints. 

The time taken to generate the DFT timing constraints [25] using the proposed methodology is 40% 

less time than the general approach which is shown in Figure 8. The vertical axis represents the two different 

methodologies, and the horizontal axis represents the time in percentage. These results are calculated based on 

different tools that take the time to generate constraints and sanity reports. 
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Figure 7. Exceptions in different sanity checks 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Time graph for different scenarios using proposed methodology 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

A new methodology and effective way proposed in or- der to generate the timing constraints especially 

in DFT. As there are many approaches present the time taken by them are very high compared to proposed 

methodology, this work successfully reduced the time taken to generate constraints and sanity checks. The 

main advantage of this method is it will completely stop the propagation of reported exceptions to move 

forward in design cycle, by doing this we can avoid engineering change order (ECO) in the last stages of 

project. If inputs of the tools that have been used in this experiment are automated using proper scripting further 

time will get reduced and fewer time constraints will be generated. 
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